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BEWARE OF THE AZAADVILLE SAAHIRAH (WITCH)

Many Muslims have complained about the saahirah ‘aapa’ operating her sihr shaitaaniyat under
guise of some confounded ‘therapy’ which itself is a hotch potch of kufr concepts and methods.
One of the complainants wrote:

“There is an aalimah in Azaadville who has posted an advertisement about her so-caled
‘jihaadun nafs’ therapy. She is ensnaring a lot of women. She has copied many cults. She has
advertised her cult and charges a fee of R6,500 for participation. What is the view of the
Shariah regarding this type of therapy and what is the status of this woman who conducts this
very expensive course?” (End of letter)

It is shockingly surprising that the girls madrasah has retained the teaching services of this
marauding witch who poses as an ‘aalimah’, when in reality she is not even a Muslim. Her
‘therapy’ shaiyaaniyat being spawned by shaitaan is a snare to entrap gullible ignorant women.
The saahirah’s motive is the haraam boodle which has driven her into the arms of Iblees. The si
hr
expels her from the fold of Islam, and all those who submit to her shaitanaiyat, also lose their
Imaan.

Muslim women are expected to reflect and understand that the shaitaani wares of this
Azaadville Witch are nugatory of Imaan. Participation in her satanism is the elimination of
Imaan. It is indeed surprising that Muslim women will pay R6,500 for dabbling and dalliancing
with satanism. There is no room in Islam for the haraam cult practices which the Azaadville
Saahirah sells, and most deceptively covers the shaitaaniyat with Islamic terminology. Her
advert conspicuously testifies to the shaitaaniyat of her haraam therapy methods and concepts.
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DO NOT BE MISLED BY THE SATANICALLY ADORNED STATEMENTS (ZUKHRUFUL
QAWL) OF THE AZAADVILLE SAAHIRAH.

In all forms of this type of cult-therapies, shaitaan is the originator. He appoints men and women
as his agents to promote his shaitaniyat.

This Azaadville saahirah comes within the scope of the evil naffaathaat (witches who blow on
knots)
mentioned in Surah Falaq.
Allah Ta’ala instructs us to seek His protection against the evil of the
naffaathaat.
Even if the Azaadville witch does not literally ‘blow on knots’, she is in the category of the
naffaathaat.
“Blowing on knots” mentioned in the Qur’aan Majeed is just one form of the satanic
methodology of the
saahiraat (witches)
and
saahireen (sorcerers).

Stay far from all human devils who practice weird therapies, and stay far from also the Ruqyah
cartel of the Tunisian character who also utilizes the name of the Deen to promote his baatil
khuraafaat.
The bottom line and the primary, in fact only objective of these weird characters with their
bizarre satanic methods and therapies is nothing but money which they fleece from stupid
Muslims whose Imaani deficiency exposes them to the trickery of Iblees and his agents.
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